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MAKING AMERICA
CORPORATE,
1870-1920
Olivier Zunz
"This is an important and im
aginative book that addresses a
wide range of issues. Among its
many contributions. perhaps the
greatest is its reconstruction of
the lives and roles of middling
figures in the corporate world,
men and women usually
neglected by social historians.
Unlike previous broad studies of
tum-of-the-century America,
Zunz's looks at how the new in
dustrial system actually worked
and at the people who ran it."
Ronald G. Walters. Johns Hop
kins University
Cloth $24.95 278 pages
26 halftones. 1 map

MEANINGS FOR
MANHOOD
Constructions ofMasculinity in
Victorian America
Edited by Mark C. Carnes and
Clyde Griffen
Focusing on crucial sites of male
definition in place and time-from
boyhood to marriage, from home
to workplace, and from work to
recreation-the essays in this col
lection take as their central
theme the historicity of the male
gender role.
Paper $15.95 288 pages
Library cloth edition $39.95



From Provinces
_. into Nations

Demographic Integration
in Western Europe
1870-1960
Susan Cotts Watkins

Between 1870 and 1960, national
boundaries became more evident on
the demographic map of Western Eu
rope. In most of the fifteen countries
examined here, differences in marital
fertility, illegitimacy, and marriage
from one province to another dimin
ished considerably. The book inter
prets the shift as evidence of the influ
ence of communities on demographic
behavior, and as an indication of the
growing predominance of national
over local commun ities.

" From Provinces into Nations documents, reflects on, and helps explain
a very important set of changes: the demographic homogenization of most
European countries during the century after 1870. No previous author has
even identified those changes, much less measured them and tried to ex
plain them. The book therefore provides one of the most effective demon
strations ever written of social life's recent nationalization. Not only de
mographers, but also other social scientists, historians, and policy-makers
will all benefit from Susan Watkins's demonstration of the rising impor
tance of states and nations for the fates of ordinary people."
-Charles 7iI1y, New School for Social Research
Cloth: $42.50 15BN 0-691 -09451-9
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Gender and
Disorder in

Early Modern
Seville

Mary Elizabeth Perry
In this exploration of crisis in

Counter-Reformation Spain, Mary
Elizabeth Perry reveals the signifi

cance of gender for social order by
portraying the lives of women who
lived on the margins of respectabil
ity-prostitutes, healers, visionaries,

and other deviants who provoked
the concern of a growing central
government linked closely to the

church.

"This is the first study I know
that examines the regulation of women with the larger purpose of ad
dressing political issues of how elites are created and reproduced, and

how social order in general is maintained. The book is more than a dis
cussion of gender and subordination and more than a discussion of early
modem Seville, for it reaches beyond the particular themes of gender in

Spanish history to discuss social and political relations in genera!."
-Miriam Lee Kaprow, John Jay College, City University of New York

Paper: $12.95 ISBN Q-691-00854-X
Cloth: $39.50 ISBN 0-691-03143-6
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SUBDUING SATAN
Religion, Recreation, and

Manhood inthe Rural

South, 1865-1920

byTed Ownby

THE FORMATION

OF A SOCIETY ON

VIRGINIA'S EASTERN

SHORE, 1615-1655

by James R. Perry

LIBERTY MEN AND

GREAT PROPRIETORS
The Revolutionary

Settlementon the Maine

Frontier, 1760-1820

byAlan Taylor

"Afascinating studyof howthe evangelical faiths

reacted to the erosion of old primitive traditions

andto the growth of modern secularism inthe

postwar South."-Bertram Wyatt-Brown

300 pp., $29.95

~red W. Morrison SeriesinSouthernStudies

James Perrydepictsemergent social cohesion in

the nascentsocietyof the Eastern ShoreofVirginia.

His conclusions reshapenotionsof the develop

ment of earlyChesapeake society.

268 pp., $32.50

Published for the Institute of Early American

HistoryandCulture,Williamsburg, Virginia

Alan Taylorilluminates the violentandwidespread

contests along the American frontier that served to

define and completethe American Revolution. "A

fascinating, richly textured story that will have a

major impact on our understanding ofAmerican

social historyduring the Revolution andearly

Republic."-Robert A.Gross

398 pp., $35 cloth,$14.95 paper

Published for the Institute of Early American

Historyand Culture,Williamsburg, Virginia

availableat THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA PRESS
bookstores or from Post Office Box 2288

Chapel Hill. North Carolina 27515-2288

Toll-free orders: 1-800-848-6224



Le~g€~REVIEW
Dionne J. Jones,editor
National Urban League

Publishes in depth analyses of social
andeconomic conditions of African
Americans andotherdisadvantaged
group~ in the United States. A central
source of data and analyses of these
groups in work, family, and educational
contexts. A valuable resource for
scholars, policymakers and
practitioners.

Recent entcte« Include:

African American Youth at Risk
BruceR. Hare
A Leadership Blueprint for Equity and
Excellence In Black Higher Education
James E. Cheek
Voting Rights, Government
Responsibility, and Conservative
Ideology
Alex Willingham
Redefining Full Employment
Charles P. Henry and Bertram Gross
Health Policy and the Black Aged
WilburH. Watson, Nelson McGhee, Jr., and
Wornie L. Reed

Published Semiannually
A policy research Journal of the National
Urban League.

Subscription rates:
Individuals: $20Iyr;$36/2yrs; $50/3yrs.
Institutions: $40Iyr; $70/2yrs; $96/3yrs.
Domestic first-class mail add $7/yr.
Foreign surface mail add $12/yr.
Foreign airmail add $20/yr.



HARVARD
The Letters of the Republic
Publicationand thePublicSphere
in Eighteenth-CenturyAmerica
Michael Warner
At heart, Michael Warner tells us, Amer
ica is a republic of letters. Before its 1776
independence, the nation's nature was
determined by the interchange between
readers and writers fostered by the colo
nial culture of print. Examining books,
pamphlets, and circulars, he merges the
ory and concrete analysis to provide a
multilayered view of American cultural
development.

''Michael Warner captures better than
anyone else I know the way a new tech
nology and the practices related to it can
enable a new social formation to crystal
lize."

-Charles Taylor
$25.00doth

Making Sex
Body and Gender from the
Greeks to Freud
Thomas Laqueur
This is a book about the making and un
making of sex over the centuries. It tells
the astonishing story of sex in the West
from the ancients to the modems in a
precise account of the history of repro
ductive anatomy and physiology. One
cannot fail to recognize the players in
Laqueur's story- sexual organs and
pleasures, food, egg, sperm-or be
amazed at the plots into which they have
been woven by scientists, politicians,
writers, and theorists of every stripe.
$27.95doth

Black, French, and African
A Lifeof LeopoldSOOar Senghor
JanetG. Vaillant
In the first biography in English of the
award-winningpoet, intellectual, and first
president of independent Senegal, Janet
Vaillant draws a captivating portrait of
the extraordinary man. Her multidimen
sional approach contributes not only to
an understanding of postindependence
African leadership but also to French and
Afro-American intellectual history and
literature.

''This is the most complete and thorough
going biography ofSenghor that has been
written. Indeed, it might be the most
complete study of any major African
leader."

-Kennell Jackson, [r.,
Stanford University

19 halftones
$29.95doth

Soulstealers
The ChineseSorcery
Scareof 1768
Philip A. Kuhn
Midway throught the reign of the Ch'ien
lung emperor, Hungli, mass hysteria
broke out among the common people. It
was feared that sorcerers were roaming
the land, clipping off the ends of men's
queues (the braids worn by royal decree),
and chanting magical incantations over
them in order to steal the souls of their
owners. In a fascinating chronicle of this
epidemic, Philip Kuhn provides an inti
mate glimpse into the complex world of
eighteenth-eentury China.
$29.95cloth



Ways of Lying
Dissimulation, Persecution, and
Conformity in Early Modem
Europe
Perez Zagorin
The religious persecution and intellectua1
intolerance of the sixteenth and seven
teenth centuries compelled the resort to
secrecy and deceit by many heterodox
groups and thinkers. In this strikingly
original book, Perez Zagorin traces the
origin, theory and practice of these dis
simulations and surveys chief sources of
dissimulation doctrines in the Bible and
in the works of such theologians as Jer
ome, Augustine, Erasmus, Luther, and
Calvin.
$35.00 doth

The Rise of Respectable
Society
A Social History of Victorian
Britain, 1830-1900
F.M.L. Thompson
''This is a major study of Victorian
society by one of our leading historians,
the product of immensely wide reading
and mature consideration. Each chapter
is an excellent, authoritative and elegant
resume."

-Times Literary Supplement
$11.95 paper

The First Socialist Society
A History of the Soviet Union
from Within
Enlarged Edition
Geoffrey Hosking
"[This book] allows its readers to go far
beyond Moscow and the Kremlin to take
a doser look at Soviet life in historical
perspective... Hosking offers a fresh 
and refreshing-look at the Soviet Union
in the 1980s that is both well-informed
and provocative."

-Los Angeles Times
$14.95 paper

Fierce Communion
Family and Community in
Early America
Helena M. Wall
Using local town, church, and especially
court records from every colony, Helena
Wall examines the division of authority
between family and community through
out colonial America. She shows what
life was like in a culture where individu
als and family were subordinated to the
demands of the community and she
sketches the changes in this relationship
as the colonies moved toward the forma
tion of a new nation.
Harvard Historiall Studies, 106
$29.95 doth

Urban Planning and
Civic Order in Gennany,
1860·1914
Brian Ladd
This unmatchedcontribution to socialand
urban history describes the struggle of
prosperous German bourgeois leaders to
bring order to their rapid!y growing cities
during the tumultuous age of industrial
expansion in the decades before World
War I. Brian Ladd sets the emerging
theory and practiceof city planning in the
context of debates about the nature of the
modem city and the possibility of im
proving society by regulating its physical
environment. In so doing, he reveals the
extent to which modem city planning is a
product of the aspirations, prejudices, and
frustrations of the German burghers who
created it.
Harvard Historical Studies, 105
$37.50 doth

Harvard
University
Press
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 495-2480



The Decline and Fall
of the British Aristocracy
David Cannadine

Written with style, verve, and wit by a
leading social historian, this masterly
book is the first serious and sustained
attempt to study the remarkable history
of how the British aristocracy lost their
wealth, power, and prestige during the
last century. 80 illus. $35.00

The American Country
House
Clive Aslet

A richly illustrated, richly entertaining
social and architectural history of the
great country houses built with
American industrial fortunes. Drawing
on the rich and often amusing writings
of contemporaries, Clive Aslet evokes
the lives the buildings served as well as
the architectural shapes that they took.
75 b/w + 200 color illus. $45.00

•
Yale University Press
Dept. 483
92AYale Station
New Haven, CT 06520

The English Town
A History ofUrban Life

Mark Girouard

An entertaining and sumptuously
illustrated architectural and social
history of English towns and cities
through the centuries, by the author of
Life in theEnglish Country House.

"A winner.... [Girouard] is an excellent
architectural historian...and is at the
same time a social historian with a feel
for the local and personal story that
illuminates a whole urban trend."
Colin Ward, New Statesman & Society
93 b/w + 325 color illus. $39.95

The Lives and Times
of Ebenezer Scrooge
Paul Davis

In this engaging and delightfully illus
trated book, Paul Davis explores the
various British and American versions
of Charles Dickens's A Christmas
Carol-on stage and film, on radio and
television, and in literature, cartoons,
and comic books-showing how these
interpretations have reflected the
changing cultural perspectives of
successiveeras. Illus. $29.95

Now available in paperback

Borderland
Origins oftheAmerican Suburb,
I820-I939

John R. Stilgoe

A fascinating prehistory of the Amer
ica's suburbs, from the early 19th
century to the advent ofWorld War II.

"Richly documented....A provocative
look at American culture ....Borderland
makes serious social history accessible
and engaging."-Caryn James, The
New York Times 198 illus. $18.95




